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Frozen yogurt is a popular dessert made with yogurt. It has a creamy texture and sweet, tangy

taste.Frozen yogurt is quite similar to ice cream, but the main difference is that it’s made with

milk instead of cream.Additionally, like ice cream, it is often form in cups or cones with a wide

range of topping options, such as fruit, cookies and chocolate chips.You can make frozen

yogurt at home. It’s also sometimes used as an ingredient in drinks like smoothies, or in

desserts as a substitute for ice creamHowever, unlike most plain, regular yogurts, frozen

yogurt usually contains a lot of added sugarIn fact, sugar is one of the most important

ingredients in the manufacturing process. Adding sugar to yogurt before it’s frozen prevents

large ice crystals from forming and ensures the frozen yogurt retains a creamy texture similar

to ice cream. It also makes the taste more acceptable, so that it’s sweet and tangy, rather than

sour. However, frozen yogurt can still contain more added sugar than regular sugar-sweetened

yogurtIf you’re looking for the healthiest yogurt, choose a plain, regular variety. This will give

you all the health benefits without the added sugar.Scroll up, Click on “Buy Now with 1-Click”,

and Get Your Copy!

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. In her latest, chef and author Schneider (Baja!

Cooking on the Edge) presents a zesty take on tacos, drinks, and appetizers sure to inspire

fans of Mexican flavors. Following a brief overview of Mexican cuisine and culture, Schneider

dives into a bevy of cocktails, including tequila infused with Serrano chiles, mango and lime;

classic limonadas and micheladas; and 10 party-starting margaritas. Cooks can choose among

five suggested menus scaled for small or large crowds, each an impressive but easy-to-

achieve affair with unexpected dimensions. Simple but impressive appetizers like Toritos-

jalapeno peppers stuffed with shrimp and cheese-and Lobster, Chayote and Mango Tostadas

are sure to please; the Mexican Hot Dog, meanwhile, is an instant guilty-pleasure classic:

wrapped in bacon, fried, and topped with lime mayonnaise, fresh pico de gallo and chipotle-

spiked ketchup. Schneider's tacos are equally refreshing: one of her three shrimp tacos

includes a sweet and spicy barbecue sauce; traditional shredded beef takes on deep, complex

flavors with a braise of chiles and Coca-Cola; and the time-intensive Chipotle Duck Taco with

Duck Chicharron, Pineapple Cucumber Salsa and Spicy Crema, yields attention-getting

results. Though some dishes may intimidate, Schneider's enthusiastic and approachable text

keeps frustration to a minimum. This is a collection that novice cooks can grow with, and is

sure to be dog-eared in no time. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.About the AuthorDeborah Schneider is a working chef and author of the award-winning

Baja! Cooking on the Edge (Rodale) and Cooking with the Seasons at Rancho La Puerta

(STC), nominated for a 2009 James Beard Award. She is the executive chef and partner

in SOL Cocina in Newport Beach, California. Schneider lives with her family in San Diego. --

This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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